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Introduction: 
 
 
The purpose of this manual is to provide Saginaw Public School District school administration 
and both special education and general education staff with graphical and written explanation of 
the definitions, laws and regulations pertaining to student discipline as found in the Individuals 
with Disabilities Education Act 2004 and its implementing regulations: 34 CFR §300, August 14, 
2006.  
 
All students are students of general education first, though some may receive additional 
services or supports due to a disability.  Most discipline cases involve relatively minor incidents 
handled with routine policies and procedures, applicable to all students. Special education and 
504 regulations provide an “extra measure of due process” to assure a review of possible 
impacts of a student’s disability in a discipline incident. Application of SPSD Discipline Policy 
should be diligently followed and altered only to the extent indicated by proper consideration of 
a disability and student’s behavior history as outlined in this document.  
 
Compliance issues are minimized, and student progress is best achieved with the documented 
use of scientifically-based positive behavior support techniques and procedures that avoid the 
removal of a student from school.  
 
The flowcharts and written material contained in this document give the general sequence of 
events and timelines associated with the extra measure of due process when considering a 
student’s disability in the school discipline process. In the more serious cases, an administrator 
should contact the Special Education Director or Designee to decide if additional procedures 
need to be followed or if contact needs to be made with the special education attorney.  
 
It is the intent that these flowcharts and procedures will provide school administrators and staff 
support in understanding and implementing these procedures while addressing the following 
key requirements of compliance: 

● Being proactive in the implementation of PBIS and Restorative Justice Practices. 
● Consideration and documentation of the Mandatory Factors 
● Providing clear Notice to parents/guardians. 
● Providing Procedural Safeguard requirements. 
● Tracking days of removal. 
● Determining a pattern of removals. 
● Recognizing change of placement responsibilities. 
● Providing appropriate 11th day of FAPE Notice 
● Providing appropriate IAES after 10 days. 
● Conducting MDR’s within 10 school days of change of placement. 
● Understanding requirements for ISS. 
● Utilizing appropriate forms and documentation. 
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The following charts and explanations are included in this document: 
 

● Flow Chart for Discipline Data/Incident Communication- This flow chart outlines the 
appropriate steps for discipline data to be communicated form the building principal to 
the caseload teacher to ensure accurate counting and tracking of suspension incidents.  

 
● General Considerations (chart #1) – A guide to determine which additional section of 

the document is appropriate for the student, based on the student’s status and 
disciplinary event 
 

● Student Not Eligible for Special Education or 504 (chart #2) - Even when a student 
has not been identified as having a disability and is not currently receiving additional 
services, the district is still responsible to consider the existence of “prior knowledge” 
regarding a possible disability.  

 
● Removals - Not aChange of Placement (chart #3) - These are defined as a single 

removal of 10 or less school days. A series of removals in a school year, however, may 
consequently require the provision of additional services, if the student receives special 
education instruction, by accumulating to more than 10 days in a school year in the 
current district of enrollment and previous schools attended, or forming an ongoing 
pattern of exclusion that may trigger the same procedural rights for a student with 
disabilities as a long-term removal (see Change of Placement, below).  

 
● Removals - Change of Placement (chart #4) - A key concept for more lengthy 

disciplinary exclusions is Change in Placement. Change in placement is a single 
removal for more than 10 school days or an ongoing pattern of short-term removals. 
Another key concept is the responsibility of the IEP Team to determine the relationship 
between a disability and the behavior precipitating a disciplinary action. The results of 
Manifestation Determination Review (and other factors such as drugs/weapons/bodily 
injury) determine whether the student will remain in the pre-incident placement or be 
temporarily placed in an Interim Alternative Educational Setting.  

 
● Special Circumstances – Drugs/Weapons/Serious Bodily Injury (chart #5) – 

describes the additional placement authority schools’ have in dealing with such cases.  
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Flow Chart for Discipline Data/Incident 
Communication  
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Considerations: Chart #1 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student Rights in the Discipline Process: 
 
All students have certain substantive and procedural rights in the discipline process: 

● Notice of alleged violation of code of conduct, and the basis for the allegation 
● Opportunity to explain 
● Notice of the proposed disciplinary action  
● Sanctions “fit” the degree of seriousness of the infraction 
● Right to hearing if sanction involves long-term suspension or expulsion 
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Chart #2:  Student Not Eligible for Special Education 
 

(Student is not currently referred for a special education evaluation and does not currently 
receive special education programs/services.) 
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Chart #3: Removals – Not a Change in Placement 
 

10 or less school days per incident – 300.530(b) 
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Chart #4:  Removals – Change in Placement 
 

10 or more days per incident, or pattern of removals constituting a change in placement – 
300.536 
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Chart #5: Special Circumstances – Weapons/Drugs/Serious  
Bodily Injury   §300.530(g)  
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Definitions: 
 
Definitions of: Suspension: Suspension is to exclude a pupil from school for disciplinary 
reasons for a period of fewer than 60 days. (MCL 280,1310d(5)) 
Expel: Expulsion is to exclude a pupil from school for disciplinary reasons for a period of 60 or 
more school days. (MCL 280,1310d(5)) 
 
Mandatory Factors §131d–Before suspending or expelling a student school must consider:1. 
Student age, 2. Disciplinary history, 3. Disability, 4. Seriousness of behavior, 5. Whether 
behavior posed safety risk, 6. Restorative practices –prior and possible, 7. Whether lesser 
interventions would address behavior. Under said section “factors” are not required when 
expelling a student under Section 1311(2) “for possessing a firearm in a weapon free school 
zone”.District policy is written documentation of Mandatory Factors Consideration at time 
of suspension. 
 
Removals – Not A Change in Placement – Is defined as a single removal of 10 or less school 
days or a series of removals in a school year that may consequently require the provision of 
additional services by accumulating to more than 10 days in a school year in the current district 
of enrollment, but only if school staff determine the removals are NOT a “pattern of 
behavior/removal”. If removals ARE a “pattern of behavior/removal”, see Change in Placement, 
below. 
 
Removals – Change in Placement – Is defined as a single removal for more than 10 school 
days or an ongoing “pattern of behavior/removal”. It is the IEP Team’s responsibility to 
determine the relationship between a disability and the behavior precipitating a disciplinary 
action. The results of the Manifestation Determination Review (and other factors such as 
drugs/weapons/bodily injury) determine whether the student will remain in the pre-incident 
placement or be temporarily placed in an Interim Alternative Education Setting (IAES). 
 
Prior Knowledge- Even when a student has not been identified as having a disability and is not 
currently receiving additional services, the district is still responsible to consider the existence of 
“prior knowledge” about a possible disability when considering issues related to a change in 
placement.  
 
Prior knowledge exists if:  

1. Parent expressed concerns in writing to school administrative staff or the student’s 
teacher  

2. Parent request for special education evaluation, or an evaluation is otherwise in process 
prior to incident  

3. Teacher or other personnel have expressed concern directly to the Director of Special 
Education or supervisory personnel of the LEA  

Prior knowledge does not exist if:  
1. The parent has not allowed a special education evaluation  
2. The parent has otherwise refused special  education services  
3. A previous evaluation has found the student to be ineligible  

 
Provision of FAPE – Beginning with the 11th day of removals in a school year, the student 
receives services to enable continued participation in the general curriculum and to progress 
toward IEP goals. Services are determined by school personnel (administrator, caseload 
manager) in consultation with at least one of the child’s general education teachers (if not a 
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change in placement) or the IEP team (when a change of placement is determined). 
300.530(d)(4)Services beginning with the 11th day of removal in a school year - resources 
for procedures and documentation for the provision of such services can be found under District 
Procedures following definitions.. 
 
Pattern of Removals/Behavior:  A district administrator and the student’s teacher are required 
to determine whether a pattern of removals that amount to more than 10 days in a school year 
in the current district of enrollment constitutes a “change of placement”.  §300.536  
All of the following factors must be considered in any decision regarding a pattern of exclusion: 

● Recurrence of substantially similar behavior in a series of removals subject to discipline  
● Length of each removal  
● Total amount of time removed  
● Proximity of removals to each other  

 
Manifestation of the Disability 300.530(e)  
Determination of a manifestation of disability is done by the IEP Team members (representative 
of the LEA, parent and relevant members of the IEP Team) within 10 school days of any 
decision to change the placement (single disciplinary removal of more than 10 school days, or 
pattern of removal) of a child with a disability because of a violation of a code of student conduct 
(300.530(e)). The Team considers the relationship between the behavior in question and the 
student’s disability.  
 
The behavior is determined to be a manifestation of the disability only if there is a documented:  

1. IEP Team review of: (1) the IEP; (2) any teacher observations; (3) relevant information 
supplied by the parent;and (4) all other relevant information held by the district or 
provided by the parent. 

2. Determination that either of the following are true:  
a. The conduct in question was caused by, or had a direct and substantial 

relationship to the student’s disability; or  
b. The conduct in question was the direct result of the LEA’s failure to implement 

the IEP. 
 

Return to Pre-incident Placement: Unless there are special circumstances, as defined below, 
if the student’s behavior is determined to be a manifestation of the disability, the student must 
return to the pre-incident placement: 

1. General disciplinary removals are terminated.  
2. The student returns to the placement in the current IEP, or other placement determined 

by the IEP Team.  
3. The IEP Team must either initiate a FBA/BIP, or review an existing FBA/BIP to address 

the behavior.  
4. Deficiencies (if any) to implement the previous IEP are remedied 

 
Special Circumstances: Special Circumstances related to (1) drugs, (2) weapons, (3) serious 
bodily injury, or a belief of the LEA that return to pre-incident placement be substantially likely to 
result in injury to the student or others,will cause consideration of a long term removal (Interim 
Alternative Educational Placement) even if the behavior was considered a manifestation of the 
student’s disability.  
 

● Drugs. Violations involving drugs refer to when a student knowingly possesses or uses 
illegal drugs, or sells or solicits the sale of a controlled substance, while at school, on 
school premises, or at a school function under the jurisdiction of a SEA or a LEA.  
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● Weapons – state and federal definitions.  
o State definition. The term “dangerous weapon” means a firearm, dirk, dagger, 

stiletto, iron bar, knife with a blade over 3 inches in length (note: see federal 
definition below), pocket knife opened by a mechanical device, and brass 
knuckles [MCL 380.1313(4)]. The definition of “firearm” in section 380.1311 refers 
to the definition of that term in the federal Gun-Free Schools Act of 1994 which in 
turn refers to another section of federal law which defines “firearm” as:  
▪ Any weapon (including a starter gun) which will or is designed or may 

readily be converted to expel a projectile by the action of an explosive; 
▪ The frame or receiver of any such weapon;  

▪ Any firearm muffler or firearm silencer; or  

▪ Any destructive device.  
 

o Federal definition. The term dangerous weapon means a weapon, device, 
instrument, material, or substance, animate or inanimate, that is used for, or is 
readily capable of, causing death or serious bodily injury, except that such term 
does not include a pocket knife with a blade of less than 2 ½ inches in length.  

● Serious Bodily Injury. The term “serious bodily injury” is defined in Section 
1365(h)(3) of Title 18, U.S. Code, to mean a bodily injury that involves: 

o a substantial risk of death, extreme physical pain,  
o protracted and obvious disfigurement, or,  
o protracted loss or impairment of the function of a bodily member, organ, or 

mental faculty. [615(k)(7)(D)].  
● Other Cases: In other cases, if the LEA believes that returning the student to the 

pre-incident placement will likely result in injury to the student or others, the district 
may seek a court injunction or hearing officer decision to unilaterally place the 
student in an IAES 
 

Relationship to MI Mandatory Expulsion- MI law, MCL §380.1311(2), requires that a school 
board shall expel a student permanently from the district if the student commits any of the 
following: 

● Possession, in a weapon-free school zone, of a weapon that constitutes a dangerous 
weapon (see definition above) 

● Commits arson in a school building or on school grounds 
● Commits criminal sexual conduct in a school building or on school grounds 

If the student with a disability is expelled under MI Mandatory Expulsion statute, the district 
must follow procedures for a change in placement and provide FAPE, unless the behavior was 
determined to be a manifestation of the student’s disability.  If the incident meets the federal 
rules for a weapon, drugs or serious bodily injury, then follow procedures for special 
circumstances and IAES.  
 
Interim Alternative Educational Setting (IAES)-  Given special circumstances discussed 
above, school personnel may unilaterally remove a student to an IAES for not more than 45 
school days, even if the behavior was a manifestation of the student’s disability.  This is a right 
of the district in the event of incidents as defined by federal rule. 
 
However, the IEP team has the responsibility at all times to review the student’s needs and 
determine appropriate placement.  Districts are cautioned not to use the 45 day placement as a 
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formula for removal of students experiencing discipline issues, as determining individualized 
programs as always the responsibility of the IEP team. 
 
Additional Cautions Regarding Removals from School: 
 
1. Conditional returns - When the student return is conditional (school requires a parent 
meeting, private evaluation, etc.) each day missed until conditions are met is a day of removal. 
 
2. Parent removals – are not considered a day of removal. Such removals should be well 
documented.  
 
3. Transportation – days missed because of removal from transportation supported by special 
education as specified in an IEP is a removal from school unless district provides alternative 
transportation services. For removal from general transportation provided without special 
education support, districts should follow the same procedures as for nondisabled peers. 
 
4. In-school suspension - does not count as removal if all of the listed criteria are met. The 
student:  

● Is afforded the opportunity to appropriately participate in the general education curriculum  
● receives all services specified in the IEP  
● participates with nondisabled peers to the extent specified in the IEP  
● is attended in the same physical location by a certified teacher, or a paraprofessional 

working under the supervision of a teacher as allowed by MDE policy (p. 9) in Utilization 
of Noncertified Personnel in Elementary and Secondary Schools (MDE, March 2006). 
(Note:  Use of non certified personnel in an ISS setting while counting it as instruction is 
difficult and requires that instruction by the teacher has already occurred for each hour 
that the student is placed in ISS.) 

 
Note: Written documentation is required by the state for each special education student 
placed in ISS that includes names of general and special education staff providing 
instruction/services, date and time of the instruction/services and what instruction/services 
were provided to support progress in general education curriculum and IEP goals. 

 
5. MSDS reporting – MSDS definitions for days counted are for data reporting purposes only 
and do not define days counted for procedural considerations. The following table describes the 
primary differences in the counting of days when determining a change in placement or pattern 
of removals. 
 

                        Change in Placement and MDE Suspensions 
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Situation Change in Placement  Count MSDS Count 
Partial Day Count removals consistent with 

attendance procedures 
Report suspensions of ½ day or 
longer 

Transfer student 
days 

Count all known occurring in one school 
year 

Report suspensions of ½ day or 
longer which occur in currently 
enrolled district. 

Parent removal Count as removal when district contacts 
the parent regarding behavior and 
requires parent to pick the student up 
from school early or keep the student 
home from school. 

Report suspensions of ½ day or 
longer when district contacts the 
parent regarding behavior requiring 
parents to pick the student up from 



 
. 
 
6. What parents should know when considering revoking consent for Special           
Education eligibility and services: 
Once the revocation of consent is put into effect the student will no longer be entitled to 
protections received when identified as a child eligible for special education programs or 
services, including: 

● Rights to request a Section 504 plan 
● Disciplinary protections afforded children with disabilities, including manifestation        

determinations and Interim Alternative Educational Placements. 
● Rights to receive instruction while suspended from school. 
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school early or keep the student 
home. 

Days in ISS Count if any of the following criteria are 
NOT met: 

● Students are provided the 
opportunity to continue to be 
involved in and make progress in 
the general education curriculum. 

● Receive instruction and services 
specified in the IEP. 

● Participate with nondisabled 
students; and 

● Have instruction provided by a 
certified teacher. 

Report all in-school suspensions of 
½ day or longer 



Saginaw Public School District Special Education Discipline 

Procedures 

 

District Procedures: 
 

1. The School Administrator implements due process, fact finding and Mandatory Factors 
Consideration and documentation prior to making determination of disciplinary action to 
be taken. 

2. School Administrator (or appointed staff) notifies parent/guardian on the same day of 
the disciplinary action according to general education policy and must provide to the 
parent writtenSuspension Notice, general education protections (Student/Parent 
Handbook if not already given), and Special Education Procedural Safeguards 
(document with Receipt of Procedural Safeguards Form)). Notification should not be 
sent home with students. Email is acceptable with parent consent. 

3. Before the student reaches 10 days of removal and if a pattern of behavior is 
established, the Caseload Manager along with other relevant staff should meet to 
determine if a Functional Behavioral Assessment (FBA) is needed and if a Behavior 
Intervention Plan (BIP) should be developed.  A REED for “Other” must be held to begin 
the process. 

4. If any disciplinary action of a student with a disability includes the use of removal or 
suspension/expulsion, the Building Administrator will meet within 1 school day with the 
Caseload Manager to complete the Suspension Checklist and provide the Caseload 
Manager with a copy of the Suspension Notice and Mandatory Factors 
Consideration documentation. ** Caseload Manager is the holder of all suspension 
paperwork as it must be sent to the Records Room following completion of discipline 
process. 

5. The Caseload Manager will be charged with tracking/documenting student removals 
using the “Pattern of Behavior/Removal” document. Relevant school staff (at a 
minimum, SE Teacher, GE Teacher and building administrator) will determine if 
removals constitute a “pattern” by meeting all of the following criteria areas, (more than 
10 school days in a school year, recurrence of similar behavior, length of each removal, 
total time removed and proximity of removals to each other). 

a. Functional Behavioral Assessments (FBA) and Behavior Intervention Plans 
(BIP) should be developed and implemented early on for students with 
frequent, severe behaviors, or a history of behavior difficulties requiring multiple 
removals or discipline actions.  

6. If a “pattern of behavior/removals” is not determined, then relevant IEP Team members 
along with at least one teacher will determine services to be to be implemented for each 
removal exceeding or following the initial 10 days of removal. A Manifestation 
Determination Review is not needed.  

a. Special education and general education instruction/supports/services 
provided to a student for days of removal exceeding 10 school days are 
calculated in order for the student to have access to the general education 
curriculum and to be able to progress with IEP goals and objectives in order 
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to receive educational benefit. Services are determined on an individual 
student basis and may not be the same for every student. 
 

7. If or when a “pattern of behavior/removals” is determined or if removal exceeds 10 
consecutive days, parent/guardian will be notified by Caseload Manager that removal/s 
constitutes a change in placement and provide Parent/Guardian with written notice, 
general education protections, and Procedural Safeguards. Services are determined and 
implemented after the student’s 10th day of removal. Within 10 school days of 
consecutive suspension or a documented pattern of removal a change in placement 
that has occurred and the IEP Team must determine through a Manifestation 
Determination Review if the behavior is a manifestation of the student’s disability. An 
Invitation Letter must be sent to the parent as they are part of the IEP Team. FBA/BIP is 
initiated or reviewed.  

a. If either question on the MDR is answered as a “Yes”, behavior is a 
manifestation of student’s disability, the student returns 
Immediately to the pre-incident placement. A Review of Existing Educational 
Data (REED) should be initiated so a FBA/BIP can be conducted and/or 
reviewed. 

b. If “No”, behavior is not a manifestation of a student's disability, the district 
may use general discipline procedures to determine discipline action 
taken. The IEP Team may determine other placement and services if 
appropriate.  The FBA/BIP may be initiated or reviewed. Special education 
and general education instruction/supports/services provided to a student for 
days of removal exceeding 10 school days are calculated in order for the 
student to have access to the general education curriculum and to be able to 
progress with IEP goals and objectives in order to receive educational 
benefit. Services are determined on an individual student basis and may not 
be the same for every student 

c. If it is determined that the behavior in question is serious enough per the 
general discipline procedures to warrant a District Level Hearing the 
Director of Special Education (Elementary Students) or the Secondary 
Transition Coordinator (secondary students) are to be informed of the 
suspension and Invited to the MDR. A request form must be completed by 
the Caseload Manager and all listed paperwork must be submitted via scan 
and email to the Secondary Special Education Transition Coordinator or 
district designee for review and approval to move forward with the Hearing. 
Do not schedule Hearing until approval is given. 
 
**For Special Circumstances Only-drugs, weapons, serious bodily 
injury. The district may use general discipline procedures and unilaterally 
place the student in an IAES immediately for up to 45 school days. Setting 
and services in the IAES are determined by the IEP Team (see above). 
Within 10 school days of IAES placement relevant IEP Team Members and 
Parent/Guardian must conduct Manifestation Determination Review.  
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i. If “Yes” behavior is manifest of disability, student may return to 
pre-incident placement or remain in the IAES for the 45 school 
days. FBA/BIP is initiated or reviewed. 

ii.  If “No” behavior is not a manifestation of disability, then 
general discipline procedures are used, the IEP Team initiates 
or reviews FBA/BIP, student may remain in IAES for entire 45 
school days, and the district must provide services for general 
disciplinary removal extending beyond the exhaustion of the 
IAES. 

iii. See IDEA Regulations, Michigan Statute, MDE Guidelines, 
and regarding expulsion procedures as related to students’ 
with/with-out disabilities. 

8. Provision of FAPE- Beginning with the 11th day of removal in a school year and 
every suspension thereafter, the student receives services to enable continued 
participation in the general curriculum and to progress toward IEP goals. Services are 
determined by school personnel (administrator, caseload manager) in consultation with 
at least one of the child’s general education teachers (if not a change in placement) or 
the IEP team (when a change of placement is determined). 300.530(d)(4). Services are 
determined on an individual student basis and may not be the same for every 
student.The parent must receive notice of services to be provided through completion of 
IAES or 11th day FAPE Letter. 
Following are general guidelines to assist in setting FAPE services. Starting on the 11th 
day of suspension: 

● 1-3 day suspensions - classwork with detailed directions provided to 
student. 

● 4-5 day suspensions - classwork with detailed directions provided to 
student, contact made with parent/student by Caseload Manager to 
provide assistance if needed. Ancillary Staff to make contact with home 
and/or provide work to stay compliant with service time. 

● 6-10 day suspensions – contact Special Education Secondary Transition 
Coordinator or district designee to discuss and/or arrange Home-based 
Services that may be appropriate. 

9. Duties of the Caseload Manager  

The Caseload Manager is the gatekeeper for all Special Education Discipline processes 
and paperwork. Using the information provided in the manual they are expected to 
complete processes and paperwork in a timely manner so as to keep in compliance with 
federal and state laws and regulations.  

● Caseload Manager is to set up all discipline meetings needed in a timely, 
compliant,  timeframe. 

● Caseload Manager is to keep a running record of suspensions using the 
Discipline Log form. 

● As soon as a disciplinary process is completed the original copies of the 
suspension paperwork are to be compiled in the order of use and copies made. 
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The originals go to the Records Room, a copy is placed in the C60 and the 
caseload manager keeps one for their records.  

● Caseload manager is to make sure parent/guardian get appropriate form copies 
such as Suspension Notice, Receipt of Procedural Safeguards (signed by all 
parties) Letter of Invitation, MDR, IAES, 11th day FAPE Letter,  FBA, BIP, BIP 
Review.  

● If District Level Hearing is requested: The  request form is to be completed, 
necessary paperwork collected and packet of paperwork with requested scanned 
and attached to email with SUBJECT:Request for District Level Hearing. Send 
email to Special Education Transition Coordinator or district designee. 

● If a student is placed in OSS or OSS-Home based Services the expectation is 
that Caseload Manager will notify teachers, collect materials and have them 
available to parent(s) for OSS or Home-based Teacher in a scheduled timely 
manner. 

● If a student is placed in ISS, the Caseload teacher is to make sure all IEP 
programs and services are provided and documented per guidelines set up by 
the district. 
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Special Education Discipline Forms 

 

The following forms can be accessed through the district EdPlan Program. These forms are to 
be completed in EdPlan: 

● Interim Alternative Educational Setting (IAES) 
● Manifestation Determination Review (MDR) 
● REED (to be used for Functional Behavior Assessment) 
● Letter of Invitation 

 

The following forms are contained in this Document: 

● Parent Assurance of Procedural Safeguards 
● Mandatory Factors (also found on administrative Skyward documents) 
● Suspension Checklist 
● Pattern of Behavior 
● Pattern of Behavior-GuidanceDirections For Completion 
● MDR-GuidanceDirections For Completion 
● Functional Behavior Assessment (FUBA) 
● Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP) 

Behavior Intervention Plan Review (BIP Review) 
●  Request for District Level Hearing 
● 11th Day FAPE Letter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 550 Millard Street  •  Saginaw, Michigan 48607  
                                 Telephone  989-399-6500  •  
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www.spsd.net 
 

Parent Assurance of Procedural Safeguards 

 

 

Date ______________ 

 

I, __________________________. parent of _____________________________ 

have been offered the Procedural Safeguards and 

 

 

 

them at the time of notice of Discipline / Action. 

 

_________________________________ ________________________ 

Signature Date 

 

_________________________________ ________________________ 

Witness Signature Date 

 

Copy to: Student Records, CA-60, Parent 
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Mandatory Factors of Consideration: Before suspending or 

expelling a student, school must consider: 

This is an example of the form completed by the building administrator in 

Skyward (SIS). 

 

Student Name: _____________________ Date:_________________ 

1. Student’s age (grade)    ______________________________________ 

2. Disciplinary history (# of suspensions,  reasons for suspension) 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Does the student have a disability? ({IDEA/Section 504} IQ, characteristics of 

disability, manifestation, suspected disability) 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Seriousness of behavior(intent) 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________ 

 

5. Whether behavior posed safety risk (intent, action, precipitating factors) 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Restorative Practices (what interventions have been used) 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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7. Would lesser interventions address the behavior? 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________   

          Administrator Signature   
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Suspension Checklist 

 

Date Student IEP Date 

Checklist for Suspension Paperwork 
 
 

❏ Procedural Safeguards 

❏ Mandatory Factors for Suspension 
❏ Suspension Slip 

❏ Pattern of Behavior Worksheet 
❏ MDR: ______yes Date : __________ Time: _________ 

❏ FBA:  ______yes Date: ___________ Time: _________ 

❏ BIP:   ______yes Date: ___________ Time: _________ 
 

❏ 11th Day Letter (if applicable) 
❏ FAPE Log (if applicable) 

 
 
*Data Management Clerk to contact case manager if paperwork is missing, and 
coordinate with the building Attendance Clerk if there is a change to days of 
suspension.  
 

Signatures: 
 
 

Case Manager 

Building Administrator 
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Guidance for Completing a Pattern of Behavior Worksheet 

Participants: 

Staff familiar with the student, the student’s special education teacher, a general education 

teacher and administrator are to be involved in the determination of a pattern of behaviors. If 

the team members change for subsequent determinations, note the dates of change next to 

each member(s) name. 

DESCRIPTION OF BEHAVIOR/INCIDENT SUBJECT TO DISCIPLINE: 

Use this chart to keep a running record of the student’s suspensions. By completing the chart 

for each incident, the team will be able to see all of the behaviors subject to suspension as well 

as the number of days of removal, the proximity of removals, and cumulative days of removal 

● The first column requires a description of the behavior and incident subject to discipline. 

The incident should be described in enough detail so that the team can look at the 

connection between the behavior of the student in the current incident and previous 

incidents. Important statements to include, when available: activities that went on 

before the incident; precipitating event; other people involved; statements made by 

the student and others before, during, and after the incident; location and time of the 

incident.  

● The second column is the date of the current suspension.  

● The third column is the number of days in the current suspension. 

●  The fourth column is the cumulative number of days of suspension, including the 

current number of days of removal. 

●  The fifth column would specify the proximity of removals, detailing the number of days, 

weeks, or months since the last incident. 

Use this chart to record the decision of the team regarding whether there is a pattern of 

removals.  

● The first column references an incident in the first column of the previous chart 

(Description of Behavior). The conclusion of the team in incident #2 would be recorded 

in the first column of this chart (Determination of Pattern) in the cell labeled Incident 

#2, and so forth for each incident. 

●  The second column would document the explanation for the team’s decision regarding 

the pattern of removals. A pattern would only be observed after the second incident. 

This rationale must answer “why the behavior is/isn’t a pattern” based on description of 

behavior/incident provided on worksheet A. 
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● The third column is the signature and role of the team members. The team must meet 

to make this decision. Date of the meeting should be noted in the box. 

 

Michigan Department of Education, Office of Special Education Services and Early Intervention Services 

 

MANIFESTATION DETERMINATION REVIEW (MDR) 

GUIDANCE DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETION 

Members of MDR: 

GUIDANCE: The MDR is conducted by a school district representative, the parent, and relevant 

members of the Individualized Education Program (IEP) team, as determined by the parent and 

Local Educational Agency (LEA). Participants should document their attendance at the MDR 

meeting. If a parent is invited and does not attend, the MDR may proceed and LEA should 

document their attempts to invite the parent. 

Describe in detail the behavior subject to disciplinary removal:  

GUIDANCE: The incident should be described in enough detail that the team can look at the 

connection between the behavior of the student in the incident and the student’s disability. 

Important statements to include, when available: activities that went on before the incident; 

precipitating event; other people involved; statements made by the student and others before, 

during, and after the incident; time and location of the event 

Review and describe the following information: 

GUIDANCE: Document the data and information reviewed by the team. Follow the required 

areas for review. List the specific data sources used. Examples of data sources to be used 

include: the student’s CA60; report cards; discipline records; MET reports; current IEP; 

intervention strategies used; written or verbal statements by the teacher or parents; reports 

from outside agencies. Next detail the data found in the information gathered. The description 

could include: the results of intervention strategies tried; a pattern of behaviors in the student’s 

record related to the current incident; changes in grades, attendance, or behavior; insights 

from the parent about the incident or recent student behaviors; areas of the current IEP not 

properly implemented. 
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On the basis of the data review and the relationship of the behavior subject to discipline and 

the student’s disability, respond to both of the following statements, and give the rationale 

for the response:  

GUIDANCE: There are two statements that the MDR team must consider in determining if the 

behavior in question is a manifestation of the student’s disability. The first statement looks at 

the relationship between the student’s disability and how it interacts with the behavior subject 

to discipline. The second statement looks at the current IEP to determine if all components of 

the IEP were implemented, and if not, did the lack of implementation have an impact on the 

behavior subject to discipline. The team must respond to both statements.  

The MDR team must make a decision regarding the two statements.  The rationale behind the 

decisions of the MDR team must be documented.  

If the determination of the team is “yes” to either of the statements, then the behavior must be 

considered a manifestation of the student’s disability, and the student returns to the previous 

placement (except in Special Circumstances). If the determination of the team is “no” to both of 

the statements, then the behavior must be considered not a manifestation of the disability and 

the student is subject to general education disciplinary procedures. 
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Michigan Department of Education, Office of Special Education Services and Early Intervention Services 

Request for District Discipline Hearing 
School____________________________   Suspension Date __________________ 

Caseload Manager___________________ Administrator _____________________ 

Student Name ______________________ Grade_______ Disability_____________ 

A District Discipline Hearing is being requested for the above named student on 
_____The following items are attached in the order as follows: 

_____ Skyward Referral 

_____ Suspension Form 

_____ Mandatory Factors of Consideration Form 

_____ Receipt of Procedural Safeguard Form 

_____ Incident Reports (NA if not completed) 

_____ Suspension Checklist 

_____ Pattern of Behavior Form 

_____Parent Letter of Invitation (MDR and/or IAES) 

_____MDR and IAES 

_____ Attendance Record for current year 

_____ Discipline Record (Full School History) 

           _____ IEP 

           _____ FBA and Current BIP 

           _____ Current grades 

Submitting Signature ______________________________ Date ___________ 

 

_____ The above items have been reviewed and are in compliance. 

_____ The items have been reviewed and are not in compliance due to: missing items - 
timelines not being followed - incomplete or noncompliant paperwork. A hearing cannot 
be held. Please call for further clarification. 
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________________________________________________      _____________ 

Signature of Special Education Director or District Designee   Date 

CC: ___________________ District Hearing Officer    ______________Building Administrator
 

 

FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR ASSESSMENT (FUBA) 

DATE: 

 

STRENGTHS 

 

SKILLS ASSESSMENT 

 

Do they have specific difficulty communicating needs? 
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STUDENT: GRADE: 
SCHOOL: DOB: 
ELIGIBILITY AGE 
PARTICIPANTS:  
  
  
  

1.  
 

2.  
 

3.  
 

4.  
 

5.  
 

Academic Strength: 
 

 

Organizational Style: 
 

 

Preferred Learning Style: 
 

 

Social Strengths: 
 

 

Social Deficits peers and adults: 
 

 

☐  Getting attention from peers 
 

☐  Asking for help/things from others 



FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR ASSESSMENT (FUBA) 

 

BEHAVIOR 

 

Is this the first time this behavior has occurred? Yes ☐  No ☐ 

Is a FUBA appropriate? Yes ☐  No ☐  (An FUBA is required if a Manifestation Determination 
Review determines that a behavior is a manifestation of a student’s disability.) If no describe 
rationale:  

 

 

BASELINE DATA: 
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☐  Getting attention from adults 
 

☐Appropriately asserting refusal 

☐  Coping with task confusion 
 

☐  Making choices 

☐  Coping with frustration 
 
 

☐  Other 

Describe the behavior that prompted this Functional Behavior Assessment (What does the 
student do? What is  
the student not doing?)  

Identify ONE BEHAVIOR to target for intervention:  

How frequently does this behavior occur?  



WHO/WHY 

 

FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR ASSESSMENT (FUBA) 

 

Justification for Intervention: (check all that apply) 

 

WHEN 

 

WHERE 
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How long does the behavior last once it occurs?  

How intense is the behavior when it occurs? 
(Low) 1 ☐                2 ☐               3 ☐               4 ☐               5☐(High) 

☐   Behavior results in harm 
to student or others 

☐   Behavior results in 
substantial property damage 

☐ Behavior impedes the 
student’s learning 

☐   Behavior results in social 
exclusion 

☐   Behavior impedes the 
learning of others 

☐   Behavior has potential 
long-term effects 

☐  Behavior limits access to 
environments/activities 

☐   Others (describe) ☐   Others (describe) 
 
 
 

When is the problem behavior MOST likely to occur? Specify/Describe: What is likely to set off 
or precede the problem behavior (Antecedent)? 
 
 
 
 
 
☐   While arriving at school ☐   During lectures to the 

class 
☐   During individual desk 
work 

☐   During small group 
activities 

☐   During large group 
activities 

☐   During free playtime in 
class 

☐   During classroom 
discussions 

☐   Transitional time ☐   Specific time of day 
(am/pm) 

☐   During specials (art, 
music, other) 

☐   Recess time ☐   Other 
 
 

Where is the problem behavior most likely to occur? (time, place) Specify/Describe: 
 
 
 
 



 

FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR ASSESSMENT (FUBA) 

 

 

 

PARENT INPUT 
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☐   In classroom setting 
 

☐   In the hallways ☐   Lunch room 

☐    Subject/Activity 
 

☐   Playground ☐   On bus 

☐    Specials (Art room, Gym, 
Music room, other)  
 

☐   Other: ☐   Other 

The people that are present when the problem behavior is MOST likely to occur include: 
☐   Peers 
☐   Adults (list individuals most likely to be present)  
 
 

What PAYOFF/PURPOSE does this student obtain and/or avoid when he/she demonstrates the 
problem behavior? ( See attached “Common Function of Behavior” sheet 
Put a 1 or 2 by each that apply.  (Gains=1  Avoids/Escape=2) 
Teacher/Adult Attention 
 

Peer Attention Escape /avoid a task 

Self-protection 
 

Sensory Need Self-Stimulation 

Gratification 
 

Tangible Gain Justice/Revenge 

Acceptance/Affiliation 
 

Self-Expression Communication 

Power/Control over others or 
situation 

Other (describe)  Other (describe)  
 
 

(Do the behaviors occur at home, what works and doesn’t work to manage behavior in that 
setting, level of consistency in parenting model, parenting style) 

 



FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR ASSESSMENT (FUBA) 

 

 

ANY OTHER MITIGATING FACTORS 

 

PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS 
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STUDENT INPUT ( What strengths do they identify, do they ID peer relational issues, why do 
they think they have the problem behavior, any personality conflict at home or school)  

(Medication, allergies, sleep, substance use, environment stresses, trauma, etc...  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What has been tried thus far to change the problem behavior? What has worked and what 
hasn’t worked? 
Code all that apply:  1= Successful     2= Limited Success     3= Not successful 
School/Schedule/class change In school counseling 
Outside agency counseling RTC 
Behavior Contract Modified Instruction (explain below) 
Adapted Instruction (explain below) Increased supervision 
Add’l special education services Social Skill instruction 
Medication Therapy Referral to juvenile court 
Behavior Plan Parent conferences 
Verbal Praise Private conferences 
Positive call/notes home Self-Monitoring of behavior 
Time out Meet with administrator(s) 
Communication notebook/planner Allowing student to help peers 
Allowing student to be teacher help Choice in academic activities 
Time with special adults/peers Level and/or token economy system 
Earning edible rewards Home/school plan 
Visual monitoring or progress Earned special activities 
Other (list) 
 
 

Other (list) 



 

FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR ASSESSMENT (FUBA) 

 

 

FUNCTIONAL BEHAVIOR 

 

REPLACEMENT BEHAVIOR 
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Explain (adapted or modified instruction):  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After reviewing the data on behavior, antecedents and consequences, summarize the 
information below. 
 

(A) WHEN  
 
 
 

(B) THIS STUDENT  

 
 
 

(C) IN ORDER TO  
 

 
 
 
 
 
Examples: 

1.  When in the halls before school, and during transitions, this student pushes other students and verbally 
threatens to beat them up in order to gain status and attention from peers. 

2. When working on independent seatwork during his regular education math class, this student puts his head 
on his desk in order to escape work that is too difficult/frustrating. 



 

BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION PLAN (BIP) 

 

REPLACEMENT BEHAVIOR 

 

INSTRUCTION STRATEGIES 
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A replacement behavior is a description of the behavior that the student will perform in place of 
the problem behavior which could include socially appropriate alternative behavior, coping 
skills, anger management skills, techniques to deal with a frustrating situation, self-advocacy, 
as well as many others. 
 
RATHER THAN 
 
 
 
I WANT THIS STUDENT TO 
 
 
 
 
Examples: 

1.  Rather than pushing students and threatening to beat them up, I want this student to walk in the hall with his 
hands to his side and say HELLO to those whom he wishes to interact with. 

2. Rather than putting his head on his desk, I want this student to ask the teacher for help. 

Name:                                                                                  Date:  

Copy REPLACEMENT BEHAVIOR statement developed on FUBA here: 
 
RATHER THAN  
 
 
I WANT THIS STUDENT TO  

 
 
 
 

What skills will the student need to be taught in order to successfully demonstrate the 
REPLACEMENT BEHAVIOR? (check all that apply) 
☐ Social Skills ☐ Communications Skills 

☐            Study Skills ☐            Academic Skills 

☐            Organizational Skills ☐            Adaptive Skills 

Describe:  

How will these skills be taught? (Check all that apply) 
☐             Individual Instruction ☐            Group Instruction 



OBJECTIVES: 

Child/Adolescent will: 

BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION PLAN (BIP) 

PREVENTATIVE STRATEGIES FOR STAFF 

Staff will: 

ALTERNATE BEHAVIORS: 

Staff will: 
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☐             Demonstration/Modeling ☐            Guided Practice 

☐             Role Play ☐            Independent Practice 

1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

1. 
 

2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
5. 
 
6. 
 
7. 
 

1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
 



 

REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE 

 

CONSEQUENCES/RESULTS: 
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Identify Potential Reinforcers: (Interest Survey, Reinforcer Survey, etc.…) 
 
 
 
 
What preferred items, activities or people might be used as incentives in an intervention for this 
student? 
 
 
 

Establish Specific Behavior Criteria: 
What exactly must the student do to earn the above reinforcers? (Describe in detail) 
 
 
 
 

Determine Schedule of Reinforcement and Delivery System: 
How frequently can the student earn/obtain the above reinforcers?  
 
 
How will the student’s behavior be monitored? (Check all that apply) 
☐            Self-monitoring ☐          Point System 

☐            ABC recording ☐          Time sampling 

☐           Teacher monitoring ☐           Behavior Chart 

☐           Frequency and Rate recording ☐           Other (list)  

Who will deliver the reinforcement?  
 
 



 

HOME SUPPORT: 

Parent/Legal Guardian will: 

 

BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION PLAN (BIP) 

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS AND MONITORING SYSTEM 
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How will data be collected to determine effectiveness of the plan?  
 
 
Methods of Data Collection: 
 
Who will be collecting it?  
 
On what time schedule?  
 
Who will monitor and evaluate the data collected?  
 
 
Follow up: (When will team meet again to review/revise and how frequently there after?)  
 
 
 
Notes/Additions:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



I have reviewed this plan and have received the training (if needed) to implement it. By signing 
below, I agree with this plan and will implement the portions I am responsible for to the best of my 
ability. 

Signatures: 

_____________________________________                    _____________________________________ 

_____________________________________                    _____________________________________ 

_____________________________________                    _____________________________________ 

_____________________________________                    _____________________________________ 

_____________________________________  

 

 

 

\BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION PLAN (BIP) REVIEW 

 

☐The Functional Behavior Assessment (FUBA) has been reviewed: the Antecedent(s), Target and 

Replacement behaviors, and Function of the Target behavior have remained the same. If not, the FUBA 

should be updated and a new Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP) developed. 

Date of Review:  
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Student:  Grade:  
School:  Date of Birth:  
Teacher (s):  
 

Date of Current BIP:  

Participants:  
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1) Summary of Data (identify quantitative date [i.e.; duration, intensity & frequency] that relate 
to the occurrences of the Target behavior and replacement behaviors):  

 

2) Data Collection Method (identify the changes to data collection method): 
 
☐ N/A  (not applicable since no changes are being made to the student’s BIP nor to its 
implementation) 
☐Frequency/Event Recording                ☐ Duration Recording 
☐Self-Recording                                        ☐ A-B-C Recording 
☐ Time Sampling                                        ☐ Other:  

 

3) Summary of Changes to Objectives, Preventative Strategies & Alternate Behaviors(BIP) 
(based on the summarized data identified above, which instructional strategies have 
worked/have not worked/what changes are being made):  

 
 
 
 
 
 

☐ N/A (not applicable since no changes are being made to the student’s BIP nor to its 
implementation) 
 

4) Responsibilities/Management of Plan: 
The TARGET BEHAVIOR being counted is:  
The REPLACEMENT BEHAVIOR is:  
Who is managing the BIP? :  
Who is evaluating and reviewing the daily progress with the student? :  
 
How often, throughout the day, are the behaviors  counted and recorded? :  
 
Who is counting/recording the behaviors for each time period? :  
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5) Participants:  
NOTE: If BIP Review Form identified any changes, *signed Parental Consent is required. 
 
BIP Review Form Participants: 

 
☐ No changes to BIP          ☐ Copy of BIP Review Form provided 
*If parent signature is required and missing, identify reason, and provide them with a copy of the 
BIP Review Form: 
☐ Did not show       ☐ Via Phone         ☐ Other 

 
6) Next Behavior Intervention Plan (BIP) Review Date:  

 
7) Best practice suggests that the BIP be monitored frequently throughout the year.  The IEP 

team will meet again at above date to review the data that has been collected and discuss the 
effectiveness of the BIP.  At that time, the BIP and data collection procedures will be reviewed 
and adjusted as needed; documenting that information on the BIP Review Form. This review 
process should continue until the BIP has incrementally faded and eventually discontinued. 

  
  
  
  



11th Day Offer of FAPE Letter 

(Offer of Free and Appropriate Public Education) 

Parent Address ___________________________________________________________________ 

Date ______________________________ 

Re: Services provided during suspension 

 
Dear ________________________________ Parent/Guardian of ___________________________ 

 
Under the provisions of the individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), school authorities may              
suspend a student with a disability up to ten cumulative days to the same extent that they would                  
students without disabilities. When a student with a disability is suspended for more than ten               
cumulative days in a school year in the current district of enrollment, the school must offer to provide                  
educational services for the period of time the student is suspended. 

This letter is sent to identify the services being offered to your child with the understanding that this will                   
allow your child the opportunity to continue to obtain assistance so as to enable              
__________________________ to continue to receive appropriate educational and support services.          
After reviewing your child’s IEP goals, class schedule and the special education services provided in the                
IEP, the district administration along with your child’s teachers/service providers or the IEP team have               
determined the needed work and instruction to be provided during this removal. As required by law,                
included with this letter is a copy of the Procedural Safeguards Notice.  

The following service will be offered to your student during which time ___________________________             
will have the opportunity to continue to participate in the general education curriculum, although in               
another setting, and to progress toward meeting the goals set out in the child’s IEP: 

On the 11th day of suspension (removal) the District must provide services. Below are the services to be                  
initiated which provide access to the general curriculum and progress on the IEP goals. 

 

__________________________________ ___________________________________ 
Building Administrator Student’s Caseload Teacher (Required) 
 

___________________________________ 
General Education Teacher, If Appropriate 

 
 
Student may return to school setting on __________________________________________ 
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Services to be provided: Date Services to be initiated: By Whom: Duration of Services: 
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Reference Materials: 

SPSD General Disciplinary Guidelines and Student Handbook 
IDEA/MDE Regulations and Guidance information  
Michigan Statute 
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/Revised_Code_of_Student_Conduct_SB 

E_Approved_465406_7.pdf 
Discipline Flow Charts: LaPointe & Butler, PC 
AMA Special Education Discipline Manual 
KRESA Discipline Procedures 
PowerPoint: Student Discipline Workshop Including Zero Tolerance & Restraint and 
Seclusion, Thurn Law Firm, Presenter Roy H. Henley, June 20, 2017, Sponsored by: 
Saginaw Intermediate School District  
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http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/Revised_Code_of_Student_Conduct_SBE_Approved_465406_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/Revised_Code_of_Student_Conduct_SBE_Approved_465406_7.pdf

